A must see celestial planetary play:
Two planets visit the Beehive

Beginning on June 1, look to the west-northwest 90 minutes after sunset.
• The twin stars of Gemini, Castor and Pollux, will be found forming a horizontal bar low above the horizon.
• Brilliant Venus shines to their left effectively forming the very bright third member of a set of triplets!
• On the same evening and the next, red Mars slides in front of M44, aka the Beehive Star cluster, positioned above Venus. Use binoculars to find Mars sitting amid the many stellar bees.
• Ten nights later, it is Venus' turn to stay at the Beehive for two consecutive nights. The planet travels along the outskirts, farther from Beehive central than Mars moved. Again, bring out the binoculars. How does the glare of brilliant Venus affect the scene?